wäere functions PiO(l« (R n ) IM " m t Η η ), f ¿ e C(I 2 * R n f R n ), j = 1,...,r, oLj, ^6 0(1,1), j = 1,...,r,. i = 1 t ... ,m, are given.
We shall always assume that 0<<Xj(t)^t, j = 1 f ...,r, 0<ß i (.t) <t t i = 1,...,m. In our paper we give sufficient conditions for the existence at least one solution xeC(l,H tt ) of equation (1) . The existence of solutions of equation (1) analogically as for differential-functional equations (see [7] , [8] , [10] ) is proved with using fixed point' theorems in the Banach space.
Generally speaking these theorems for a appropriately defined operator require a Lipschitz condition (Banach fixed point theorem) or compactness of the operator (Schauder fixed point theorem). o
E. Howicka
In the literature ne bave found some fixed point theorems which combine the results of Schauder and the contraction mapping principle (see [l] , [2] , [7j).
The existence and uniqueness of solution of equation of type (1) was proved in [6] by the USÓ of the method of successive approximations under rather strong conditions.
The particular case of equation (1) is the equation considered in [5] (the case r = 1, m = 1).
A differential-functional equation of neutral type can be reduced to the equation of the form (1) (see [j] , [7] -- [10] and ΣΣ, λ.* <1, (and other conditions which are not tied) i=1 then there exists at least one solution of equation (1) .
Results of this type can be found in [2] , [7] (i = 1), and [β] - [10] (for suitable differential equations).
The result of this paper for ^(t) «ς/^'t i = 1,...m, m j ft e [0,1] gives the weaker condition ΣΖ. λ^™ <1 for some Çj» 0 j = 1.. ,r.
In the present paper we use Schauder fixed-point theorem in a suoh way as it was done in the particular case discussed in [5] .
It seems that our result oannot be obtained by the use of the notion of measure of noncompactness and k-set contraction theory (see [2] and [8]).
Assumptions and Lemmas
In analogy with the paper [6] we define the linear operators L :
where X it Κ^, α^, β ¿ are given and A if K.. e C(I,R + ), <Xjι ^ecd.l), i = 1,...,m, á = 1,...,r. Put i a = 1 t ...,m, η = 0,1,..., The proof of this Lemma appears in the paper [6] . In this paragraph we shall make the following assumption!. Assumption H^. 1. There exist functions V Tji h , H0eC(I,R+), i = 1,...,m, j = 1,...,r, such that (a) jF(t,u1f... ,ur,v1,... ,vm)-P(t,u1f... ,ur,v1t... (2) x(t)«il·t, J ^(t.s,/(«)) de,... J f r (t,e,y(.)) di,x(^(t)) .... x(ß a (t))j , tel.
oo / Proof. We define the sequences j^J» puttings a^t) a r (t)
x 0 (t) = 0, η =0,1,..., tel, and
with g Q defined in Lemma 1.
We prove by induction that
We have ||* 0 (t)|| = 0<g o (t) and if we suppose that |x n (t)| < g 0 (t) then Prom the definition of the sequence we have g;(t) = (l q g 0 )(t).
It follows that g*(t) = 0 as n -o», tel (see [ß] ), where denotes the uniform convergence in I.
Further by induction we get ||* n+ p('fc-' -^(Of <βη(Ό» tel, ρ,η = 0,1,2,..., .
The proof this fact is very simple because we have ||xp(t)|| <g 0 (t) = g 0 (t), ρ = 0,1,2,..., .
Suppose that Jac^ ("t ) -x Q (t) J, < g*(t ), then
Prom this estimation and according to g^(t)=tO, tel, we have that the sequence {^j converges in I uniformly to χ being the continuous solution of equation (2) in the subset W. We must prove that the solution χ of (2) is unique. Suppose that X,S are solutions of (2) and x f xeW we-have then a/t) o. r (t) -x(t)| « I »Ít.jf^t.e.rí«))«!·,..., J ^(».«.yWjí.^^ct)) χ (yJ B (t))j -, ot 1 (t) ct r (t)
, J rjt^ae)) d· J f p (t,.,y(e)) 4»,x (fl,(t)) ,...,f (ß a (t))\|< 
Put u(t) = |f(t) -f(t)| we have u(t) <.(Lu)(t). This implies that u(t) < (L n u)(t).
On the other hand since x,xe W, then u(t) < 2 (L n gj(t)=0 for n-<*>, tel.
Finally u(t) β o and we conclude |x(t) -x(t)|| = 0. Thus the proof of Lemma is complete.
Consider thè operator U: W -W Uy Ì f χ(· ,y) , where x(*,y) is the unique solution of equation (2) -445 -But tf(t 1f t 2 ) < + g 0 (t 2 ), thus
By assumptions of the Lemma we get (L n g 0 )(t 2 ) = 0 for n-oo.
Finally, letting n-»-<=>o by (3) we obtain the estimation
By the continuity of the function m 2 we infer the equicontinuity of all x(»,y) and now by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem we arrive at the assertion of the lemma. Proof. In view of Lemmas 2,3,4 and the Schauder fixed-point theorem the assertion of the theorem is obvious. In fact, we see that the continuous operator U maps the bounded, closed and convex set WeC(I,R n ) into its compact subset U(W), thus it has at least one fixed point.
This fixed point of the operator U is the solution of the equation ( Now we find that Assumptions H^, Hg and relation (3) are'fulfilled if (4) holds.
Some remarks
The following initial problem for functional differential equation of neutral type of the form (5) x tn) (t) = ι (t^d)) ,*'(a2(t)) x (°"1) (aaCt)). i 
